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Abstract. With limited statistics and spatial resolution of current detectors, accurately
localising and separating γ-ray point sources from the dominating interstellar emission in the
GeV energy range is challenging. Motivated by the challenges of the traditional methods
used for the γ-ray source detection, here we demonstrate the application of deep learning
based algorithms to automatically detect and classify point sources, which can potentially
be generalised to other wavelengths. For the point source detection task, we use a modified
version of the popular deep neural network structure U-NET, to accept multiple resolution
input, which we call a MIUN. Together with image segmentation by the MIUN, for precise
localisation of sources a special clustering algorithm is applied to the segmented images. The
training samples are based on the source properties of BLL, FSRQ, PSR, SNR and PWN
from the latest Fermi-LAT source catalog in addition to the background interstellar emission.
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1 Preface

This thesis is build around a paper written about the project. This section (Preface) is not
a part of the paper, but inserted as part of the thesis. In this section, I will explain why we
did this project, what my part was and give background information on the topic.

1.1 Reason for the project

This master project is a continuation of [1]. It is based on the 4FGL-DR2 Fermi-Lat catalogue
with 5064 sources, build from 10 years of gamma-ray data gathered by the Fermi Gamma-ray
Space Telescope. Many machine learning projects have been done and are being done with
the catalogue and its previous edition already. Some of these projects [2] [3] try to locate
specific types of sources that have not yet been found in the catalogue. More [4] [5] [6] [7] try
to classify sources within the catalogue.
Of the 5064 sources, 1336 are not yet associated with a source type. There are also source
classes within the catalogue of ambiguous nature. Active galactic nuclei are divided into
several sub classes: Blazars, radio galaxies (RDG), narrow-line Seyfert 1 (NLSY1), steep
spectrum radio quasars (SSRQ), Seyfert galaxies (SEY) and non of the above (AGN). The
blazars are then subdivided into flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQ), BL Lac-type objects
(BLL) and blazar candidates of uncertain type (BCU). This means that even some of the
classified objects, like BCU, in the catalogue still need to be further classified. This classifi-
cation is being done with data about the objects in the catalogue, for example their spectral
shape, time variability, from the processed catalogue.
In this project, the goal is to locate the sources in the sky and then classify them. What
makes this and the previous project unique is that it does both localisation, classification and
that it uses the raw data instead of derived variables from the processed catalogue. The fact
that it does both the localisation, classification and uses the gamma-ray counts from the tele-
scope data directly means that this method enables the automatising of catalogue creation.
A better, more sensitive source detection can not only mean more sources are detected, but
can also mean new types of sources can be found which were too feint to be located before,
with the hope being some exotic types like dark matter sources. The classification of all the
sources using the raw data can also be used to reveal new source types in the population of
the 1336 unidentified sources. The classification also means there is no longer a reliance on
other catalogues for source association methods as used by the catalogue now.
Once a robust method has been developed, it can then also be used on other wavelengths.
Work is now being done to apply the same techniques for localisation in Meerlicht [8] data in
the optical range. In short, there is a lot of use and room for expansion for the automation
of catalogue creation using neural networks.

1.2 Gamma-ray sources

In this work, there are 6 sources of gamma-rays simulated for the synthetic catalogues. Two
of the sources are background, the galactic interstellar emission (IEM) and isotropic emis-
sion (ISO). The other sources are flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQ), BL-Lac type objects
(BLL), pulsars (PSR) and a combination of pulsar wind nebula and supernova remnants
(PWN+SNR). As the target audience of the paper is already familiar with these sources,
they will be briefly introduced here instead.
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1.2.1 Galactic interstellar emission

The IEM dominates the sky in gamma-rays, especially in the galactic plane for our lower
energy bins. The IEM contribution for the whole sky in the lowest energy bin in shown in
figure 1 The space between stars in the milky way is filled with cosmic rays. Cosmic ray pro-
tons produce gamma-rays through collision with nuclei. Secondary pions from these collisions
decay into gamma-rays. Cosmic ray electrons produce gamma-rays through interactions with
nuclei producing Bremsstrahlung or through Compton scattering of low energy photons. The
IEM has been modelled [9] using measurements of the interstellar gas distribution from HI
and CO lines, in combination with infrared measurements for dust.

Figure 1: Galactic interstellar emission in the 0.3-0.5 GeV energy band in logarithmic colour
scale.

1.2.2 Isotropic emission

The isotropic forms a second background model, made up from extra galactic diffuse gamma-
rays, unresolved extra galactic sources and residual cosmic ray emission. It is modeled by
excluding all know sources from the background emission, except for in the galactic plane and
regions around the celestial poles. The lowest energy band is shown in figure 2

Figure 2: Isotropic emission in the 0.3-0.5 GeV energy band in logarithmic colour scale..
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1.2.3 Flat spectrum radio quasars and BL-Lac type objects

FSRQ are differentiated from BLL by their broader emission lines. Both these source type
accelerate particles in their jets. According to leptonic models, the gamma-rays are mainly
produced through inverse Compton scattering of ambient soft photon [10]. FSRQ in the lowest
energy band are shown in figures 3. The difference in the amount in which magnetisation
dominates the jets [11].

Figure 3: Flat spectrum radio quasars in the 0.3-0.5 GeV energy band in logarithmic colour
scale..

1.2.4 Pulsars, Pulsar wind nebula and supernova remnants

Pulsars are very fast rotating magnetic stars, usually neutron stars but sometimes white
dwarfs. The gamma-rays are generated by electrons and positrons in their strong magnetic
fields [12].
PWN are nebula with a pulsar located within them. The pulsar winds are charged parti-
cles accelerated by the pulsars strong magnetic field. These are injected into the nebula at
relativistic speeds. Positrons can gain energy trough resonant scattering by the heavy nuclei
present in the nebula [13]. Which can then produce gamma-rays through inverse Compton
scattering lower energy photons.
SNR are the remnants of stars that have gone supernova. Gamma-rays are produced by
SNR through particles accelerated in their shock waves [14].

1.3 My role

For the project, the synthetic catalogues need to be generated, processed into large patches
for the localisation algorithm. The patches are segmented by the first neural net
work, the MIUN. The segmented images are then translated to predicted source locations
by a clustering algorithm. The predicted locations are then used to generate small images
(source images) of each located source from the synthetic catalogues. These source images
are then classified by a second neural network, which is the end of the pipeline.
The development of the new catalogue generation was mainly done by Saptashwa Bhat-
tacharyya, who is also testing alternative approaches for the localisation. The generation
of the 5TB worth of catalogues is done by Roberto Ruiz de Austri. The rest of the team
consisting of Boris Panes, Sascha Caron, Gabrijela Zaharijas, Roberto Ruiz de Austri and
Guðlaugur Jóhannesson provide their expertise. They have the technical knowledge of the
data and simulations to make this project possible. After the generation of the catalogues,
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the rest of the pipeline was my job. For me, the project started with inheriting the code
for the pipeline of the previous project, mostly written by Boris Panes, Luc Hendrix and
Christopher Eckner.
Though I have started with their code-base, little of the original code remains. This is largely
due to three factors: the change in format of our catalogues, the number of files per catalogue
and time. The catalogue is build out of whole-sky images, originally 20 of such files per
catalogue, 4 contributions (2 background and 2 source classes) in 5 energy bins. Now one
catalogue consists of 240 of such files, 6 contributions (2 background and 4 source classes) in
6 energy bins in 10 time bins, with some files being 4 times larger. The change in resolutions
between files meant that the images we generate are of different resolutions, which meant I
had to modify the U-NET neural network that was used before into a form that can accept
input of multiple resolutions, which I have named the Multi Input U-Net or MIUN.
Apart from writing this paper and a proceed for the international cosmic ray conference, most
of the projects time was spend creating a faster data processing pipeline and adapting the
networks for all the changes made in the synthetic catalogues. As the generation of the syn-
thetic catalogues was delayed several times, there was ultimately only one week left to process
all the data. With the increased number of files per catalogue that need to be processed, a
redesign of the patch creation process was needed which was not able to handle such number
of files per catalogue. The original method of patch generation would have taken 2.5 hours
per catalogue, which would mean a computation time of a month for all 335 catalogues. The
new method takes 10 minutes, with the bottleneck being the read speed of the external hard
drive used to store the data. The same time gain was made for the generation of the source
images for the classification. Time also needed to be saved in the localisation process. Where
the previous network had used the k-means clustering algorithm [15], which was already slow
during the previous work. It was now not able to handle the increase of patch size from 64
by 64 pixels to 128 by 128 pixels increasing the processing time per catalogue to 6 hours.
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2 Introduction

Since its launch in 2008, Large Area Telescope (LAT) on board the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space
Telescope has been surveying the whole sky in the energy range . 30 MeV to more than
300 GeV. Integrating the data over the years, the Fermi-LAT collaboration has produced
several generations of high-energy γ-ray source catalogs. The 4FGL catalogue [16], after a
first release corresponding to 8 years of data, has been recently updated with an incremental
10 year version named 4FGL-DR2, which contains 5787 sources. While this large number of
detected sources present an improvement by more than an order of magnitude with respect to
the pre-LAT gamma-ray catalogs, the detection of faint sources remains a challenging task in
the Fermi-LAT analyses. This is mainly due to the bright interstellar emission (IE), which is
produced via interactions of the galactic cosmic-ray population with the interstellar gas and
the interstellar radiation field. Detection and classification of faint sources is important for a
range of scientific questions, from explaining the galactic center gamma-ray excess to finding
undetected sources that could belong to exotic possibilities such as Dark Matter sub-halos.
Deep Learning (DL) is a subset of Machine Learning (ML) where artificial neural networks
learn from large amounts of data and, the most prominent factors that contributed to the
huge boost of DL are the appearance of large, high-quality, publicly available labelled data-
sets, along with the empowerment of parallel GPU computing. DL methods have been shown
to outperform previous state-of-the-art ML techniques in several fields, with computer vision
being one of the most prominent cases and, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) stands out
as one of the most significant DL schemes. The U-Net architecture [17] is a popular CNN
model which is shown to be powerful in addressing the task of semantic segmentation, in
which, for each pixel in the image, a class-label is predicted. Motivated by the challenges
of the traditional methods used for the gamma-ray source detection and classification, we
discuss a CNN based pipeline that can be applied directly to the binned Fermi-LAT data and
together with a image segmentation network, we apply clustering algorithms to the segmented
images to precisely localise sources.
This work is a continuation of a previous publication [1], that primarily focused on the
network development. In the current work we are building a more robust data analysis
pipeline using full detector potential and including more source classes and time variability of
Blazars type sources (BLL and FSRQ). This project is part of a large scale effort that aims to
apply the same algorithm scheme to different wave-lengths, starting from Meerlichts optical
data [8].

3 Synthetic catalogue generation

The training dataset of 335 simulated synthetic catalogues is created from simulations of the
Fermi-LAT 4FGL-DR2 catalogue. The simulations consist of 4 source classes: two AGN types
(BLL and FSRQ) that are the most numerous source classes, and two galactic source classes
(pulsars and a joint class of PWNs and SNRs). We also add properties of unidentified source
classes in order to better sample our four classes. In the case of BLL and FSRQ we add proper-
ties of unidentified blazar class BCU. In the case of the PWN+SNR group we add special case
class SPP, which are potential association with PWN or SNR. In addition we include two large
scale diffuse components, the galactic interstellar emission and isotropic emission component,
modelled using the corresponding Fermi-LAT backgroundmodel (gll_iem_v07.fits)[9]. The
contribution of especially the interstellar emission in the region of the galactic disk dominates
over the flux of the more feint sources.
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3.1 Flux spectra

Two types of flux spectra are used for the simulation of the point sources, a logarithmic
parabolic (LogPar) and an exponentially cut-off power law spectrum (PLEC). BLL, FSRQ
and PWN+SNR are simulated with the LogPar spectrum, while pulsars are simulated using
PLEC. The LogPar function is shown in equation 3.1.

dF

dE
= F0,class

(
E

E0

)α−β log(E/E0)

(3.1)

The choice of the parameters flux density (F0,class), pivot energy (E0), spectral slope (α) and
curvature (β) then determine the spectrum of the source. The PLEC function of the pulsars
is shown in equation 3.2.

dF

dE
= F0,PSR

(
E

E0

)−Γ

exp
(
a(Eb0 − Eb)

)
(3.2)

For the pulsars, the spectrum of the source is determined by the choice of the flux density
(F0,PSR), pivot energy (E0), low energy spectral slope (Γ), exponential factor (a) and the
exponential index (b). For each point source, the parameters are drawn from different dis-
tributions. The F0 from a normal distribution, E0 from a log normal, β from a Gumbel, Γ
from a normal, a from log normal and b from a Cauchy. The values for these distributions
were determined from the sources of the class found in the 4FGL-DR2 catalogue and as an
example, the values for BLL are shown in figure??.
From the flux spectra, we derive 2 quantities that are used later on and are shown in figure
5. The energy flux (FE100) is obtained by integrating E dF

dE from 0.1 to 100 GeV. and S1 is
photon flux integrated from 1to 1000 GeV.
The synthetic catalogues follow the 4FGL catalogue for the sources with a flux above the
Fermi-LAT detection threshold of 3.4 · 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 (FE,TH1 ). The 4FGL number
of sources drop for flux below the threshold in the 4FGL catalogue. In this iteration, the
synthetic catalogues follow the 4FGL distribution below the Fermi-LAT detection threshold.
In future iterations, we will include more sources below the Fermi threshold in order to test
the networks capabilities on feinter sources.

3.2 Spatial distribution

We assume two different spatial distributions for our source classes. For we assume a uniform
distribution in the sky for BLL and FSRQ, as is expected for an extra galactic source popu-
lation. We draw the galactic longitude (`) and the sin of the galactic latitude (b) a uniform
distributions from 0 to 2π and -1 to 1 respectively to get a uniform distribution in the sky
for these sources. The PSR and PWN+SNR are galactic sources, thus they are concentrated
around a latitude of 0 in the galactic disk of which some are migrated from the galactic plane,
simulated through a double Gaussian. The parameters for the double Gaussian are obtained
through a least-squares fit from the pulsar population in the 4FGL catalogue. The first Gaus-
sian (A = 0.11, µ = 0◦, σ = 1.39◦) and the second Gaussian (A = 0.012, µ = 0◦, σ = 19.2◦)
where A is a normalisation factor between the two. The longitude is assumed to be uniform
between 0 and 2π. Drawing for these sources leads to a distribution in the sky where most
sources are located in the galactic disk, as expected from galactic sources. The distribution
in the sky of these two source populations are shown in figure 6.
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Figure 4: Parameters for BLL in the synthetic and 4FGL-DR2 catalogues.

Figure 5: Histograms of the distributions of energy flux (FE100) and S1 for all source types
in the original 4FGL and the synthetic catalogues.

3.3 Time variability

In order to aid the classification between the source types, time variability is added to the
simulation of the sources. The catalogue spans 10 years, for the localisation, the counts of the
10 years are all added together. For the classification, counts are divided into yearly bins. We
look at the yearly flux/mean flux distribution for the classes. When looking at the BLL vs
FSRQ we can see a higher variability and difference in distribution with a larger significance
for the brightest sources where the FSRQ display a higher variability. Because the BLL
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Figure 6: The distribution of galactic latitudes for different source classes and their distribu-
tion in the sky shown in a Mollweide projection[18]. This makes the difference in distribution
between the extra galactic population and the galactic population is clear.

and FSRQ are generated with the similar flux spectra, the yearly variability can be used by
the network to distinguish the classes. To get the variability for the mock catalogues, a log
normal distribution was fit on the brightest sources with the lowest statistical uncertainties
in their yearly flux/mean flux. The factor generated from this log normal distribution is
then multiplied with the factor F0 from the flux spectrum when generating yearly binned
catalogues. The difference in yearly variability between BLL and FSRQ is shown in figure 7

Figure 7: The yearly variability for BLL and FSRQ in the synthetic catalogues.
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3.4 Skymap generation

The sky maps of the synthetic catalogues have been created using the Fermi-LAT science
tools from the Fermi science support center. P8R2.ULTRACLEANVETO_V6 was used as
the instrument response function. The direction of incoming γ-rays can be recorded through
the front of back layer of the direction tracker, generating Front and Back type events. The
front LAT tracker consists of 12 tungsten converters with thicknesses of 3% rad length, the
back consisting of 4 tungsten converters with thicknesses of 18% rad length [18]. This leads
to a spatial resolution for Front events being roughly a factor 2 better than for Back events at
a given energy. Due to the difference in Front and Back resolutions and the limit of storage
space and computing time, we only generate sky maps for Front events. This allows for
training on more catalogues and easier implementation rather than having less catalogues
available and more complex data resolution structures. In the future, Back event sky maps
should be generated and incorporated into the training data structure as to make use of all
the information available in the original Fermi-LAT data. To remove contribution from the
bright Earth limb, we apply a cut on the photon zenith angle, allowing only photons below
the cut. Higher energy gamma-rays (>1 GeV) have a zenith cut of 105◦ applied. Lower
energy gamma-rays (<1 GeV) have a zenith cut of 100◦. The data is based on 10 years of the
Fermi-LAT DP2 dataset from 4/08/2008 to 4/08/2018. Yearly binned exposure maps were
derived from the corresponding spacecraft files in a RING ordered HEALPix format with the
gtmodel from science tools. The 10 years of data for the sky maps is generated per year to
be able to add yearly variability as a parameter during classification. For the localisation,
10 yearly sky maps will be combined into single 10 year sky maps, detailed in section 4.1.
This creates all-sky maps for each source and background type (6 in total) for each of the
6 energy bins for each of the 10 yearly bins. The energy bins are chosen such their spatial
resolution changes by a factor of 2 between them, shown in table 1. This results in 360
(6x6x10) HEALPix maps per synthetic catalogue. Due to the different spatial resolutions for
the different energy bins, the HEALPix maps have different Nside sizes for each bin. Nside
determines the number of HEALpixels in the sky, npix = 12 ·Nside2. The sizes of the all-
sky maps are shown in table 1 showing the values for the whole sky maps. The resulting sky
maps contain photon counts representing the average over infinitely many Poisson realisations
of the sky, the infinite statistics scenario, also called the Asimov dataset. To create actual
training and validation images, these Asimov values are then Poisson sampled, to reflect the
Poisson statistics of the real data.

Table 1: The sizes of the all-sky Front maps and patches are shown per energy bin.

Energy bin (GeV) 0.3-0.5 0.5-1 1-2 2-7 7-20 20+
telescope resolution 0.8◦ 0.8◦ 0.4◦ 0.2◦ 0.1◦ 0.1◦

HEALPIX Nside 128 128 256 512 1024 1024
number of pixels over sky 196608 196608 786432 3145728 12582912 12582912
patch width and height (pixels) 32 32 64 128 128 128

4 Localisation

Before sources can be classified, they first need to be localised in the sky. This is a more
complex process in our method than the classification itself. The synthetic whole-sky maps
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are combined into whole-sky images, then they are cut into patches. The patches are put
through our localisation network. The networks output is then processed into source locations
in the patches. An example of the input, target, output of the network and the source locations
predicted by the whole localisation algorithm are shown in figure 8. The locations within the
patches are then stitched together into a whole sky localisation, while keeping in mind the
overlap between patches.

4.1 Patch generation

A set of 360 whole-sky maps of the four different source classes and two different background
components in 6 energy bins and 10 yearly bins are combined into 6 whole-sky maps in
the 6 energy bins, in the HEALPix formats found in table 1. Together with a file listing
the properties and locations of all sources within the maps, 6 whole-sky maps form one
synthetic catalogue out of 500. 400 synthetic catalogues for the training set for the network,
90 catalogues form the validation set, and 10 catalogues are the test set. The whole-sky

Figure 8: Poisson sampled patch of 6 energy bins with its corresponding mask which indicates
all sources present in the patch. Also included is the corresponding network (MIUN) output,
with the source locations predicted by the whole localisation algorithm. White circles indicate
correct predictions by the localisation algorithm and red circles indicate all true locations of
sources in the patch.

maps are then cut into 10◦ by 10◦ patches. These patches are then projected into Cartesian
coordinates. This results in six images, one for each energy bin, form one patch. As mentioned
in section 3.4, The energy bins were chosen such that the spatial resolution changes by a factor
of 2 between them. This means that the pixel width and height of the images in the 10◦ by
10◦ patches also change by a factor of 2 between energy bins, as seen in table 1. 768 patches
are generated per catalogue based on a HEALPix pixelisation scheme with Nsides = 8 in order
to get a uniform distribution over the whole sky. The locations of the patches in the sky are
rotated by a different offset between each catalogue for the training and validation sets. This
changes the parts of the background emission that is depicted in each patch from catalogue
to catalogue during training. This is not done for the test set, as the actual Fermi-LAT data
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will be cut into patches without an offset. With 768 patches of 10◦by 10◦the surface area of
all 768 patches is 1.86 times larger than the surface area of the whole sky. The significant
overlap guarantees that all parts of the sky will be present on at least one of the patches.
The overlap does need to be taken into account when stitching all source locations found
in the patches together to form a map of all locations in the whole sky at the end of the
localisation process. The overlap also limits the number of sources only present at the very
edges of patches, where the localisation method is less effective.
The gamma ray counts in the patches represent the infinite-statistics scenario, meaning the
expected averages of infinite Poisson realisations of the sky, also called the Asimov dataset [19].
During training and evaluation, the counts in the patches are Poisson sampled to produce the
actual images that the network trains and is evaluated on. An example of a Poisson sampled
patch is shown in figure 8. The advantage of saving the Asimov dataset and repeating the
Poisson sample each training epoch or evaluation is that the image will be slightly different
each time. This reduces overtraining by the network and effectively increases the size of the
training dataset. These patches form the input of the localisation network. The network also
needs a training target. The target output of the network is a mask. The mask is a 128 by
128 pixel image, the same size as the largest images in the patch, where a 5 pixel radius disk
of value 1, indicating a source, is drawn at all the locations of point sources present in the
patch, the rest of the image is value 0, indicating background. The task of the network is to
construct a mask, given the patch as input. An example of such a mask is shown alongside
the corresponding patch in figure 8.

4.2 Multi Input U-shaped Network (MIUN)

The neural network used to predict the location of sources in the patches is based on the U-
shaped network (U-Net) [17] architecture. It provides a per pixel classification of background
(0) or source (1). This is called image segmentation as the input image is segmented into
regions of background and sources on the output image. This however means that pixels still
need to be clustered together to get a prediction of locations of the sources. The clustering
method used will be discussed in section 4.3.
The U-Net is a specific version of a fully convolutional neural network (FCNN), and shown
in figure 9. A U-Net can be divided into two halves, with a bottleneck in between them. The
first part reduces the resolution of the input image through blocks of convolutional layers
paired with pooling layers. Each of these blocks reduce the resolution through the pooling
layer. While the resolution is being decreased down to the lowest level (bottleneck layer),
the number of feature channels increases as to not lose information. The convolutional layers
extract small and large scale information out of the image through the high and low resolution
levels respectively. After the bottleneck layer, the blocks change to convolutional layers,
concatenation layers and up sampling layers, which increase the resolution. The concatenation
layers link convolutional layers before the bottleneck to convolutional layers of the same
resolution after the bottleneck. In this case, the output 128 by 128 pixel mask corresponding
to the input patch. The output layers has a sigmoid activation function to force the output
between 0 for background and 1 for source.
The modification on a U-Net to get a Multi Input U-Net (MIUN) is shown in figure 10. As
the resolutions of the images in a patch differ from each other by factors of 2, we can input
them into different layers of our network. Concatenation layers merge the new inputs from
the patch with the output of the pooling layer above it. This means the 20+, 7-20 GeV and
2-7 GeV images with a size of 128 by 128 pixels are input in the top level. The 1-2 GeV image
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Figure 9: Architecture of a U-Net. The
convolutional (conv) layers extract infor-
mation and the pooling layers (pool) de-
crease the resolution on the left side of the
network, in this case from 128 by 128 pix-
els to 16 by 16 pixels. The resolution in-
creases back to 128 by 128 pixels through
the up-sampling (up) layers on the right
side of the network, with the concatena-
tion layers (concat) creating bridges be-
tween the convolutional layers on the left
and right side of the network. The output
is the segmented image, background and
sources in our case.

Figure 10: Architecture of a Multi In-
put U-Net (MIUN). The U-Net is modi-
fied by adding concatenation layers (con-
cat) to the left side of the network. These
allow new inputs to be added at each
layer, to accommodate the different res-
olutions of the different energy bins of the
patches. The network can now handle
multi-resolution inputs.

with a resolution of 64 by 64 is input for the next level. The 0.5-1 Gev and the 0.3-0.5 GeV
images have a resolution of 32 by 32. The bottleneck level is 16 by 16. All input images go
through a batch normalisation layer before continuing through the network. The network is
trained for 50 epochs with a batch size of 128 patches with the Adam optimiser starting at
a learn rate of 10−3. With reduce learning rate on plateau, the learn rate was reduced down
by a factor of 0.1 if no improvements were made in the last 5 epochs, until the learn rate of
10−5. The model was saved at the epoch in which it performed best on the validation set in
order to avoid overfitting.

4.3 Clustering

An example of the output of the MIUN is shown in figure 11a. The yellow disks of value 1
(source) need to be clustered together, where the center of each cluster then serves as the
prediction for the location of point sources in the patch. The best performing clustering
method in the previous [1] work utilised k-means clustering from the scikit-learn [15] python
package on 64 by 64 pixel U-Net output images. Now that the size of the output images have
increased to 128 by 128 pixel images, and the number of patches in the test set has increased
by a factor of 10, this method has become too time and resource intensive. We developed
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a new method inspired by OpenCV’s blobdetector [20], with results similar to the k-means
method, yet a factor 100 times faster. The process can be seen in figure 11. As the target

Figure 11: The clustering process, starting from the output of the MIUN (a), the kernel (b)
being applied (c). The starting threshold of 3 applied (d) and the last threshold of 60 (e)
that is applied in the iterative process.

for the network is to produce a 5 pixel dish around each point source, we already know the
shape and size of the clusters we are looking for in the MIUN output. We apply a kernel
of a 5 pixel disk, which is the shape we are looking for, to the output. The kernel takes all
the values within the disk and sums them. The result is a score of each pixel in the network
output of how much it is the center of a 5 pixel disk. The maximum score is 69 for the entire
kernel being filled with value 1 pixels and the lowest score 0 for all background. The resulting
image after the kernel application then has local maxima indicating centers of blobs in the
network output. This is able to differentiate overlapping or touching clusters as the local
maxima in scores will be separated. Then a threshold is applied to the post kernel image and
remaining touching pixels are grouped together and counted. If a group contains 5 pixels or
less, the average position is taken as the location of a source. If a group has more than 5
pixels, the threshold is increased and the remaining touching pixels are grouped again. This
process is iterated until no groups larger than 5 remain. The checking if groups are not larger
than 5 is done to separate touching or overlapping clusters belonging to sources that lie close
together, as is often the case near the galactic disk with its dense source population. The
starting threshold determines how weak of a signal starts to be classified as a point source. A
threshold of 30 was used, a lower threshold results in more background classified as sources.
A higher threshold results in missing feint sources. The threshold was increased in steps of 10
in the iterative process. figure 12 shows some MIUN output images, on which the clustering
algorithm produced source location predictions.

Figure 12: Examples of MIUN outputs, with dark purple being background predictions (0)
and yellow source predictions (1). White circles show the locations of all sources present in
the patch. White circles symbols indicate correct predictions by the localisation algorithm
and red circles indicate true locations of all sources present in the patch.
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After all patches of a synthetic catalogue are processed by the localisation algorithm, the
source location predictions need to be stitched together to form a prediction of all sources
in the whole sky. Due to the overlap between patches, several parts of the sky are covered
by multiple patches, and thus some sources are located multiple times. Source location pre-
dictions are compared between overlapping patches, source location predictions are between
0.15◦, the average location between them is taken as the source location prediction for the
whole sky. The removal of the overlapping sources from different patches reduces the number
of predicted locations from around 4500 per catalogue to roughly 3000 locations for each
catalogue. This reduction factor of 0.33 might seem low compared to the overlap factor of
0.8. Though we need to keep in mind that the localisation algorithm performs less well on the
edges of the patches, where the overlap occurs. Thus, a fair number of sources in overlapping
regions are only located in one of the patches. Then, the whole-sky source location prediction
is evaluated with the true locations of all sources present in the synthetic catalogue.

4.4 Performance metrics

For the MIUN training performance, an interesting metric to look at would be binary ac-
curacy (Accb). When a cut of 0.5 is applied to the output, what percentage of pixel values
match the target of 0 or 1? However, the binary accuracy is a misleading metric in this sce-
nario. As significantly more background pixels than source pixels are present in the masks, a
network that only outputs blank images of only background (zeros) would yield an accuracy
of 0.96 (Acc0). Thus the accuracy is adjusted (Acca) according to equation 4.1 to give a less
misleading accuracy score for the MIUN. This scales the accuracy such that a prediction of
all background yields an accuracy of 0.

Acca =
Accb − Acc0

1 − Acc0
(4.1)

The metrics used for the entire localisation are the completeness and purity. The completeness
is the fraction of sources successfully located by the algorithm as defined in equation 4.2,
it is also known as the recall or efficiency. The purity is the fraction of sources located
by the algorithm that are real as defined in equation 4.3, it is also known as precision.

completeness =
TP

TP + FN
(4.2) purity =

TP

TP + FP
(4.3)

True positives (TP) are source locations from the localisation process that correspond to
sources present in the catalogue within 0.3◦, if there are multiple sources within that distance,
the source with the highest flux is selected. False positives (FP) are source locations from the
localisation process that have no corresponding sources in the catalogue within 0.3◦. False
negatives (FN) are sources in the catalogue that were not found by the localisation algorithm.
By tuning the sensitivity of the localisation algorithms, a higher completeness, meaning
more of the sources present are found, can be exchanged for a lower purity, meaning more
of the sources found are actually background, and vice versa. By assuming TP, FN and
FP distribute as Poisson variables, we can calculate the uncertainty on the completeness
and purity as

√
p(1 − p)/N , where p is the completeness or purity and N being TP+FN or

TP+FP respectively.

4.5 Localisation results

The training of the MIUN resulted in an adjusted accuracy (Acca) of 0.39. The localisation
algorithm as a whole achieved a completeness (percentage found) of 0.6 with a purity (ac-
curacy) of 0.72 shown in figure 13 The completeness is the most important metric for the
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localisation algorithm. This is due to the classification algorithm being able to filter out the
false positives produced by the localisation algorithm.

Figure 13: The confusion matrix for sources after all patches have been stitched together.

Figure 14: The completeness as a function of S1 , for sources near the galactic plane (left)
and sources out of the galactic plane (right).

Our pipeline does not produce the test statistic (TS) that is used for the localisation in
the 4FGL-DR2 catalogue. However, we can compare our completeness with the detection
efficiency of the 4FGL catalogue provided by [21], through Monte Carlo simulations of the
sky in gamma-rays. It [21] provides a threshold of 0.90 completeness in the 4FGL catalogue
in terms of S10 at 4 · 10γcm−2s−1 which the previous work managed to exceed. This work
however never reaches the 0.90 completeness, thus it does not perform on par with the current
methods used for the 4FGL catalogue. Though there are some caveats, [21] was performed
on 8 years of data in the energy range of 10-1000 GeV, while ours was done using 10 years of
data in the energy range of 0.3-1000 GeV.

5 Classification

After localising all the sources in the sky with the MIUN, the next step is to classify them as
BLL, FSRQ, PSR, PWN+SNR or FAKE (background). This will be done by a second neural
network of a different type, a convolutional neural network (CNN), based on 7x7x16 images
of each source, as shown in figure 15.
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5.1 Source images

In this work, we take the point source location predictions from the localisation algorithm
and generate a 7x7 pixel box around each predicted location in the sky. We use the box to
create a 7x7x16 source image at all predicted locations. All the boxes are laballed with the
class of the source within it. If the prediction of the localisation was a false positive, meaning
no source and only background is present in the box, the label given will be FAKE, meaning
background only.
As the resolutions of each energy bin of the whole-sky maps are different from one another,
so is the size in the sky in the 7x7 pixel box for each energy bin, shown in table 2.

Table 2: The size in the sky of the 7x7 pixel box per energy bin.

Energy bin (GeV) 0.3-0.5 0.5-1 1-2 2-7 7-20 20+
box width and height in sky 4◦ 4◦ 2◦ 1◦ 0.5◦ 0.5◦

The source images have 16 bins, the first 6 are energy bins, like the bins in the localisation
patches. The last 10 bins are yearly bins, in which the counts from all energy bins are
combined for each of the ten years present in the data. An example of a source image with its
16 bins is shown in figure 15. The 10 yearly bins are added to provide information on the time
variability of the source to the classification network, In hopes to increase its classification
capabilities. Another parameter added as an input to the network to aid classification is the
latitude of the source image. This should help the network differentiate between the galactic
population of PSR and PWN+SNR in the galactic disk and the extra-galactic population of
BLL and FSRQ.

5.2 Classifier architecture

Like in classification, the source images in classification are the Asimov dataset which are
Poisson sampled during training and evaluation. The Softmax activation function on the out-
put layer forces the outputs between 0 and 1 in the categories BLL, FSRQ, PSR, PWN+SNR
and FAKE, where all of the scores add up to 1. This can be interpreted as a prediction by
the network of the probability for the object to belong to each of the source classes.
The network is trained on a total of 106930 Images. 29592 BLL, 47141 FSRQ, 4298 PSR, 5009
PWN+SNR and 20890 FAKE. 77930 source images form the training set, 20000 the validation
set, and 9000 the test set. All the source images from the test set in the classification come
from the catalogues that form the test set in the localisation as well. The network is trained
with the Adam optimiser and the loss function is categorical cross-entropy. The learning rate
starts at 0.001 is quartered after every epoch without an improvement in the loss function
of the validation set. After 5 consecutive epochs of no improvement, the training is stopped.
Due to the imbalance in the number of sources in each class, each source image of PSR and
PWN+SNR is rotated 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦ before being Poisson sampled, to quadruple
their numbers during training. This balances the number of training examples between the
classes somewhat. The rotation before the Poisson sampling means each of these resulting
source images are unique from one another, which prevents overtraining.

5.3 Classification results

The confusion matrix for the balanced and unballence datasets in figure 17 and 18show
the performance of the classification network. The True labels show the actual type of the
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Figure 15: Example of a 7x7x16 source image of a BLL. The first 6 bins are energy bins,
the last 10 bins are the yearly counts from 2008 to 2018.

source, while the Predicted labels show the prediction of the network. This means that a
fully diagonal confusion matrix is best. It shows the classification network is not able to
distinguishing between FSRQ and BLL, and between PSR and PWN+SNR. It is able to
differentiate between the extra galactic sources (FSRQ and BLL) and galactic (PSR and
PWN+SNR) and FAKE. This is essentially the same classification as the previous work did
between AGN and PSR and FAKE. The fact that there are no FSRQ predicts done by the
network can be explained. As it can classify it as belonging to one of the two (FSRQ and
BLL) the guess BLL will lead to a lower loss score as the number of BLL is higher than
FSRQ. This is the same reason that almost no PSR predictions are made, but only the more
numerous SNR.
The evaluation on dataset where rotated copies of the PSR and PWN+SNR have been added
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Figure 16: The classification network[1] The first layer is a batch normalisation layer, fol-
lowed by convolutional layers with 3x3 kernals. A maxpool layer decreases the resolution to
a 3x3 image, after which it is flattened, the latitude of the image is added and followed by 5
dense layers. All layers have a ReLU activation function, except for the output layer, which
has a Softmax activation function.

Figure 17: Confusion matrix of the localisation network with the duplicated PSR and
PWN+SNR sources.

in figure 17 shows a lower overall accuracy, but better score for the underrepresented galactic
group. Thus, if the goal is the get a highest amount of accuracy over all the sources for the
real sky, a non balanced dataset should be used. If your goal is the classify all source type
equally well, the balance dataset with the added rotated copies should be used.

6 Conclusion and discussion

We have set up an automated pipeline for the localisation and classification of sources from
raw Fermi-Lat data using two convolutional neural networks. The training of these networks
was performed on 335 simulated gamma-ray sky instances based on the 4FGL-DR2 Fermi-Lat
gamma-ray catalogue, which contained integrated photon counts divided into energy bins and
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Figure 18: Confusion matrix of the localisation network with the original source class ratios.

yearly bins in different resolution maps of the sky. The pipeline consists of two parts, first
the localisation algorithm makes use of a MIUN, a modified U-net capable of handling multi-
resolution inputs. The second part uses a different neural network to classify all the sources
found by the first part. This results in a catalogue of sources, each with a classification score
from 0 to 1 of each of the classes. In comparison with the previous work [1], the number
of source classes have doubled from 2 to 4 and for the classification we have added yearly
variability and location in the sky to the spectral information that the network has as input.

The comparison between this and the previous work is made difficult by the difference in
the simulated catalogues, which are used for both training and evaluation. Some mistakes
with regards to the response function of the telescope with the previous method were fixed,
leading to more realistic simulated catalogues. The flux spectra of our work is solely based
on the sources classically identified in the 4FGL DR2 Fermi-Lat catalogue, while the previ-
ous work had a population of more feint sources below the Fermi threshold added. Which
makes the better performance of the localisation networks of the previous work (UNEK and
CNET) compared to our MIUN worrying, as it performs better on a feinter source population.
Meaningful comparison between these and future methods can be made when the methods
are applied to the real Fermi gamma-ray data, which should be done as soon as possible with
this method to judge its performance.

An immediate improvement could probably be made by combining Front and Back events
as mentioned in section 3.4. Only Front events were used in this work as the Back events
had different resolutions than the Back events. This was not a problem in the previous work
due to the single resolution used. This will almost double the counts in the whole-sky maps
resulting in much better images for the neural networks to work with after Poisson sampling.
Another factor making the comparison difficult is the difference in resolutions of the whole-
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sky maps and patches between this and the previous work. A comparison between different
resolution configurations is made difficult by the computational time and storage sink that
generating and processing different resolutions of whole-sky maps would take, likely taking a
month per new configuration. This makes determining which configuration of the resolutions
for both the whole-sky maps and the patches difficult.

We added the 10 yearly bins for the classification network to provide it the variability infor-
mation of the source. Figure 15 shows what has probably been overlooked in our approach.
By summing the contribution at each energy bin, the lowest energy bins with the highest
count dominate the yearly bins. While the lowest energy bins also have the highest back-
ground contributions. In effect, the background comes to dominate all other aspects of the
yearly bins, drowning out the feint variability signal. A different approach needs to be used
in the future, where the higher energy bins should play a bigger role than the lower energy
bins. Tests can also be done by trying to classify between BLL and FSRQ only, before it is
done with all source types to see if the method with adding yearly bins works.

The goal of this work was to go go beyond the previous work, through an increased number
of sources and added spatial resolution through the multi resolution all-sky maps. We have
to admit that this has not been accomplished. Re-considerations of the multiple resolution
setup have to be made. It has thus far not lead to an improvement of performance while
increasing complexity significantly. The added yearly bins seem not to have aided the clas-
sification. Perhaps a less data and computing time intensive method can be found to aid in
the distinction between FSRQ and BLL.

There are some successes to celebrate. The previous method only looked at the patches
individually for evaluating. The overlap between patches means that each source has mul-
tiple opportunities to be detected. Even though our localisation performed less well on a
patch by patch basis, The developed method of stitching all the patches together to create a
prediction for the entire sky has boosted the completeness significantly, from 0.52 to 0.6. As
the localisation of the previous method was already on par with the 4FGL Fermi catalogue,
applying this method could boost the localisation capabilities beyond the traditional methods
used by Fermi. And through the faster pipelines, continuations on this work to search for
better methods can be done much quicker in the future.
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